Due to the intrinsic masking effects of combinational circuits in digital designs, Single-Event Transient (SET) effects were considered irrelevant compared to the data rupture caused by Single-Event Upset (SEU) effects. However, the importance of considering SET in Very-Large-System-Integration (VLSI) circuits increases given the reduction of the transistor dimensions and the logic data path depth in advanced technology nodes. Accordingly, the threat of SET in electronics systems for space applications must be carefully addressed along with the SEU characterization. In this work, a systematic prediction methodology to assess and improve the SET immunity of digital circuits is presented. Further, the applicability to full-custom and cell-based design methodologies are discussed, and an analysis based on signal probability and pin assignment is proposed to achieve a more application-efficient SET-aware optimization of synthesized circuits. For instance, a SET-aware pin assignment can provide a reduction of 37% and 16% on the SET rate of a NOR gate for a Geostationary Orbit (GEO) and the International Space Station (ISS) orbit, respectively.
Introduction
Within the advancements of technology process, an increased susceptibility to radiation effects is observed in deeply scaled Complementary Metal-Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) transistors [1] . Energetic particles present in harsh environments, such as in space or in the Earth's atmosphere, can induce physical and functional damage to electronics systems in space missions. Single-Event Effects (SEEs) are a group of destructive and nondestructive effects originating from a single particle hit in electronic devices. When a single particle hits a memory element, such as a Static Random-Access Memory (SRAM) or flip-flops, and it changes the stored bit value, a so-called Single-Event Upset (SEU) occurs. Similarly, if the particle hits a combinational logic circuitry, a parasitic transient is observed in the circuit node characterizing a Single-Event Transient (SET). Historically, SEUs have been vastly studied in the literature while SETs were not given important attention due to the intrinsic masking effects of combinational logic circuits [2] . There are three main masking effects inherent in digital circuits: (i) Electrical masking, in which the transient pulse is not able to propagate through a logic path due to electrical losses and attenuation of its amplitude; (ii) logical masking, in which a SET will be masked due to the logic dependence of each digital signal; and, (iii) latch-window masking or temporal masking, in which the SET pulse is masked by the latching window of a memory element, i.e., the SET does not reach the memory element on its writing mode. However, the transistor scaling, the reduced logic data path depth, and the increased operating frequencies have attenuated the electrical, logical, and latch-window masking effects of logic circuits at advanced technology nodes [3] [4] [5] [6] .
The use of modeling and simulation has always been present in the study of physical phenomena, especially in the field of electronics to study the behavior of MOS transistors [7, 8] . Further, with the increase of complexity of very-large-scale-integration (VLSI) system, it is increasingly necessary to use the support of simulation studies to verify and assist the development of such circuits. In this sense, Monte Carlo simulation tools have solid foundations to be used in the study of radiation effects on electronics [9] . There are many works in the literature which propose the research of radiation effects on electronics exploiting simulations and avoiding the time consuming and expensive radiation campaigns [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . Mixed-mode Technology Computer-Aided Design (TCAD) simulations have been vastly used to understand the main mechanisms in SEEs on electronics. However, Monte Carlo simulation codes have a computation time several orders of magnitude lower than mixed-mode TCAD simulations [9, 16] . Accordingly, a diverse number of modeling based on Monte Carlo simulations have been proposed to estimate and predict the radiation robustness of electronics [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . In this work, a layout-based prediction methodology using the MC-Oracle tool is presented. Additionally, the paper discusses the applicability of the proposed SET characterization on acquiring a SET-aware circuit design methodology. Additionally, to conclude, mitigation schemes based on signal probability and pin assignment optimization is proposed and evaluated.
The paper is organized as follows. The prediction methodology and its applicability to address reliability-aware logic synthesis in standard-cell based design are discussed in Section 2. Section 3 presents the results and discussion of: The SET immunity assessment of a set of standard cells; the impact of low-power design techniques; and, a new hardening strategy based on a SET-aware pin assignment. To conclude, Section 4 summarizes the paper and presents some conclusions.
Prediction Methodology Based on the Mc-Oracle Tool
To accurately assess the SEE immunity of digital circuits, it is highly recommended to adopt a multi-scale and multi-physics methodology due to the plurality of complex effects involved at the silicon and circuit level [10, 11] . Different approaches taking into consideration the aspects from the particle interaction physics to the circuit layout design is explored in different codes as shown in [16] . Additionally, due to the technology scaling, emerging effects as Parasitic Bipolar Amplification (PBA) and charge sharing effects need to be carefully addressed [13, 18] . Therefore, layout information from the circuit design is an important determinant on the SEE prediction of electronic circuits. This work presents a layout-based methodology to assess the SEU/SET robustness of digital circuits using the MC-Oracle prediction tool [12] .
MC-Oracle is a Monte Carlo simulation code developed to analyze the SEU/SET immunity of electronics based on the particle interaction physics within the sensitive devices. As neutrons, protons and ions can be simulated, the SEU/SET sensitivity can be calculated for different radiation environments such as space, atmosphere, ground, and accelerators. The energetic particles when interacting with silicon material go through the ionization process (i.e., generation of electron-hole pairs), in which parasitic charge is deposited and can be collected by the sensitive transistor junctions. Since neutrons are uncharged particles, they do not experience coulomb's interactions with orbital electrons. Consequently, neutrons cannot ionize matter directly, however it is still considered as a threat for electronics in space [19, 20] . Considering neutrons can experience nuclear reactions with the material target nuclei, they can induce SEE through indirect ionization, i.e., the ionization of secondary products of nuclear reactions. Moreover, as it presents no electromagnetic interaction, neutrons are highly penetrating particles. In the MC-Oracle, the ionization process is modeled using tables of range and electronics stopping power pre-calculated with the Stopping and Range of Ions in Matter Aerospace 2020, 7, 12 3 of 15 (SRIM) code [21, 22] . For the nuclear reactions induced by protons or neutrons, a precalculated nuclear database for a given energy range is built based on the Detailed History Of Recoiling Ions induced by Nucleons (DHORIN) code [23] . The location of each nuclear reaction is determined considering the information from the nuclear database in which the mean free path of each particle, i.e., the average distance travelled between collisions, is estimated from the nuclear cross-section.
Once the energy deposition is modeled by ionization and nuclear reactions, the charge transport and collection are modeled by the drift-diffusion mechanism. Drift is a mechanism governed by the electric field present in the p-n junction of the sensitive devices. For instance, when a particle hits directly the sensitive collecting area of the circuit, the carriers will be rapidly collected due to the high electric field present in the reverse-biased p-n junctions. On the other hand, diffusion is a carrier transport mechanism governed by the carrier concentration gradients. It means that the carriers will transport from regions with high to low concentration. Accordingly, in the MC-Oracle, hundreds of thousands of particles interactions are simulated and the resulting ionizing electron-hole path is numerically divided into small fragments and the transport of the carriers is calculated [12, 24] . A simplified representation of the layout-based analysis using MC-Oracle is shown in Figure 1 . Given a GDSII (Graphical Design System) file of the circuit, the collecting drain area of transistors can be identified and extracted to be submitted as input to the MC-Oracle calculations. In this example, the layout design of an inverter logic gate is shown in Figure 1a . The drain area of the p-type (PMOS) and n-type (NMOS) devices are extracted as shown in Figure 1b . Then, considering a heavy-ion simulation (Figure 1c ), the resulting ionizing track is numerically divided into small fragments in which the generated charges diffuse to the collecting drain areas. Each collecting area is divided into elementary collecting areas and the induced transient current is calculated from the integration of the collected charge along the ionizing track for each elemental section of the collecting area ( Figure 1c ) [18, 24] .
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where q is the elementary charge, v is the carrier velocity in the junction, LET(l) is the ion Linear Energy Transfer (LET) along the ion track, r is the distance between the elemental section of the collecting area and the ion track, and D is the ambipolar diffusion coefficient. For each particle event, MC-Oracle calculates the induced transient current for each collecting area of the circuit design and stores this information in a SET current database. Therefore, multiple-node charge collection effects such as charge sharing mechanism and pulse quenching effects can be evaluated using this tool [18] . A simplified full custom design flow with the SET characterization methodology using MC-Oracle is shown in Figure 2 . Given the specifications concerning the system functionality and reliability (including the radiation environment), the design engineer can start the circuit design process. Once the physical verification, i.e., Design Rule Check (DRC), Layout versus Schematic (LVS) are performed, the parasitic extraction of the netlist description and GSDII file can be obtained and submitted to the SET characterization. The proposed SET characterization is divided into two steps: First, aiming to build an SET current database, the MC-Oracle is used to perform the particle transport and charge collection in the collecting areas of the circuit; second, an SET analyzer is responsible for the SPICE (Simulation Program with Integrated Circuit Emphasis) injection campaign using the current database provided by MC-Oracle. The main inputs to the SET characterization are: Technology model, radiation environment specification, layout design (GSDII), and extracted netlist description of the circuit. For the SET cross-section calculation and the pulse width measurement, the SET analyzer only considers the transient pulses with peak voltage higher than half of the supply voltage, but it can be easily adjusted to the needs of the user. According to the input signals of the analyzed circuit, a customized multiple-node transient injection is performed to provide an input dependence analysis of the SET sensitivity. For all SPICE simulations, a minimum-sized inverter gate is coupled to the output signal of the analyzed circuits, i.e., all circuits have a Fan-Out 1 (FO1). However, the variation of the fan-out of the circuits can also be studied by changing the circuit coupled in the output. For each particle LET, thousands of particles are simulated to reach the minimum of 100 observed events. Since the confidence is the root square of the number of events, with a minimum of 100 events, 10% of confidence is obtained. Different hardening techniques can be adopted to prevent the critical electronics systems, such as spacecrafts and aviation control systems, that fail due to the occurrence of SEEs. Accordingly, the proposed predictive SET characterization methodology allows the investigation of the hardening effectiveness of Radiation-Hardening-By-Design (RHBD) techniques at the layout level. MC-Oracle calculates the induced transient current for each collecting area of the circuit design and stores this information in a SET current database. Therefore, multiple-node charge collection effects such as charge sharing mechanism and pulse quenching effects can be evaluated using this tool [18] . A simplified full custom design flow with the SET characterization methodology using MC-Oracle is shown in Figure 2 . Given the specifications concerning the system functionality and reliability (including the radiation environment), the design engineer can start the circuit design process. Once the physical verification, i.e., Design Rule Check (DRC), Layout versus Schematic (LVS) are performed, the parasitic extraction of the netlist description and GSDII file can be obtained and submitted to the SET characterization. The proposed SET characterization is divided into two steps: First, aiming to build an SET current database, the MC-Oracle is used to perform the particle transport and charge collection in the collecting areas of the circuit; second, an SET analyzer is responsible for the SPICE (Simulation Program with Integrated Circuit Emphasis) injection campaign using the current database provided by MC-Oracle. The main inputs to the SET characterization are: Technology model, radiation environment specification, layout design (GSDII), and extracted netlist description of the circuit. For the SET cross-section calculation and the pulse width measurement, the SET analyzer only considers the transient pulses with peak voltage higher than half of the supply voltage, but it can be easily adjusted to the needs of the user. According to the input signals of the analyzed circuit, a customized multiple-node transient injection is performed to provide an input dependence analysis of the SET sensitivity. For all SPICE simulations, a minimum-sized inverter gate is coupled to the output signal of the analyzed circuits, i.e., all circuits have a Fan-Out 1 (FO1). However, the variation of the fan-out of the circuits can also be studied by changing the circuit coupled in the output. For each particle LET, thousands of particles are simulated to reach the minimum of 100 observed events. Since the confidence is the root square of the number of events, with a minimum of 100 events, 10% of confidence is obtained. Different hardening techniques can be adopted to prevent the critical electronics systems, such as spacecrafts and aviation control systems, that fail due to the occurrence of SEEs. Accordingly, the proposed predictive SET characterization methodology allows the investigation of the hardening effectiveness of Radiation-Hardening-By-Design (RHBD) techniques at the layout level. The development of electronic circuits for space and aviation can be done using different circuit design methodologies, from Field Programmable Gate-Arrays (FPGAs) to full-custom or cell-based Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs). FPGA-based designs provide fast prototyping in the cost of area and performance when compared to full-custom designs [25, 26] . However, the use of ASICs provides the best tradeoff between performance, power consumption, and circuit area. One of the main design methodologies adopted in ASICs is the standard-cell methodology in which thousands of predesigned and characterized logic gates, so called "standard-cell logic gates", are used to design complex VLSI circuits. A considerable effort has been given to adopt mitigation strategies early in the design flow of a VLSI circuit [27] [28] [29] [30] . The proposed predictive SET characterization methodology ( Figure 2 ) can be integrated into the logic synthesis of a cell-based circuit design as shown in Figure 3 . From an RTL (Register Transfer Level) description, the logic synthesis is able to translate function to a netlist description of logic gates using a given Standard-Cell library. It can be divided into three main processes [31] : The gate-level optimization independent of technology, i.e., the Boolean equations described in the RTL are optimized to minimize its size and the number of literals; the technology mapping, in which each logic function is transformed into a logic gate (NAND, NOR, AND, OR, and etc.) from the given cell library; the gate-level optimization technology dependent, in which optimizations on the gate netlist will be performed to minimize delay in critical paths, power consumption, and area usage. The gate netlist consists of a logic level representation of the circuit containing gate instances, from the standard-cell library, and its corresponding port connectivity. Thus, the logic synthesis has a major impact on the resulting gate netlist and therefore on the SEE immunity of the final circuit design. In the technology mapping, the technology-independent circuit is decomposed into basic primitive logic cells (Inverter NAND, or NOR gates). After the decomposition, a pattern matching process is performed to identify structural and functional patterns to be used in the covering process, which the best patterns will be implemented following a cost function, i.e., delay, area, and power consumption. Therefore, by assessing the SET immunity of basic logic cells and combinations of cells, it is possible to develop a reliability-driven cost function in the technology mapping. In a previous work, the proposed SET characterization methodology ( Figure 2 ) was used to study the impact of adopting complex-logic standard cells compared to its counterpart implementation based on primitive logic cells [32] . Results have shown a higher SET cross-section for the complex-logic cells due to the suppression of the logic masking effects inherently present in its counterpart implementation [32] . In the next section, this methodology is used to assess the SET immunity of standard-cell logic gates from the 45 nm NanGate library. Additionally, the impact of adopting low-power techniques such as multiple VTH devices and dynamic voltage scaling is also explored. To conclude, SET mitigation based on the assessment provided by the proposed predictive SET characterization methodology into the circuit design flow is explored with signal probability and pin assignment optimization. In the physical design process, the synthesized gate netlist provided by the logic synthesis is converted into the geometric representations of different layers used in the manufacturing process, so called circuit layout. It is also in this step in which each logic cell layout is placed and its connections routed to minimize wirelength and improve power/performance metrics. However, the work in [27] proposed a cell placement to improve the induced SER of the circuit, instead. The placement algorithm focused on reducing the charge sharing effects. Similarly, by utilizing the SET characterization methodology on a cell library, a set of SET-aware logic transformations can be derived and adopted into the logic synthesis to improve the SET immunity of the final synthesized gate netlist.
Results and Discussions
In the next section, this methodology is used to assess the SET immunity of standard-cell logic gates from the 45 nm NanGate library. Additionally, the impact of adopting low-power techniques such as multiple V TH devices and dynamic voltage scaling is also explored. To conclude, SET mitigation based on the assessment provided by the proposed predictive SET characterization methodology into the circuit design flow is explored with signal probability and pin assignment optimization.

SET Immunity of Standard-Cell Logic Gates
In this work, a cell level analysis is provided with eight standard-cell gates from the 45 nm NanGate library [33] . However, the methodology is also suitable to evaluate the electrical, logical, and latch-window masking effects at logic data paths composed of a combination of single-cell gates. The eight standard cells were characterized under heavy ions and the SET cross-section is shown in Figure 4 . Two different drive strengths were selected for the inverter, NAND, and NOR gates. For both LET values, the circuits with higher drive strength (X2) have shown lower cross-section, as expected [34] . A common hardening technique is to upsize transistor dimensions to increase the nodal capacitance of the circuit and, consequently, the critical charge needed to observe a SET [34] [35] [36] [37] . For 78 MeV·cm 2 /mg, the INV_X2, NAND_X1, and NAND_X2 provide the lowest SET cross-sections from all analyzed cells. The And-Or-Inverter (AOI) and the Or-And-Inverter (OAI) gates implement a larger logic function, therefore, a larger layout area is used to design the circuits. Consequently, a higher SET cross-section is observed when compared with the primitive logic cells. Based on this information, a SET-aware technology mapping could be adopted by associating a reliability cost to each logic gate. The weight or cost of each gate can be calculated based on the radiation requirements of the mission and the SET cross-section or in-orbit SET rate estimated with the methodology proposed in Figure 2 . One of the primary goals of logic synthesis is to minimize the delay in critical paths. This is achieved by choosing the cells with a lower propagation time, and it can be done by adopting multiple threshold voltage VTH circuits [38] . Devices with a low VTH provide a faster switching time and consequently speed up the circuit. However, an increase in the static power consumption is observed due to the increase in leakage currents. On the other hand, the use of high-VTH devices reduces the leakage currents in the cost of performance degradation. Accordingly, multiple VTH cells are widely used to optimize the gate netlist regarding the delay and power consumption [39] . This One of the primary goals of logic synthesis is to minimize the delay in critical paths. This is achieved by choosing the cells with a lower propagation time, and it can be done by adopting multiple threshold voltage V TH circuits [38] . Devices with a low V TH provide a faster switching time and consequently speed up the circuit. However, an increase in the static power consumption is observed due to the increase in leakage currents. On the other hand, the use of high-V TH devices reduces the leakage currents in the cost of performance degradation. Accordingly, multiple V TH cells are widely used to optimize the gate netlist regarding the delay and power consumption [39] . This multiple-V TH assignment can also be addressed using the proposed SET characterization methodology. In Figure 5 , the standard cells were characterized using a High-Performance (HP) process technology, i.e., low-V TH devices, and a Low-Power (LP) process technology, i.e., high-V TH devices. Overall, an increased cross-section for the circuits based on the LP technology is noticed. This behavior is in agreement with the literature, in which it was shown that the increase on the threshold voltage leads to degradation of driving strength capability [40] [41] [42] . The NAND gates are the most sensitive to this V TH variation with a cross-section increase of 95% and 85% for the NAND_X1 and NAND_X2, respectively. In addition to its higher cross-section, the lowest increase was obtained for the complex-logic gates AOI21 and OAI21.
Another widely used technique in low-power systems is the adoption of dynamic voltage scaling [43] . However, reducing the supply voltage of the circuits increases the delay and the sensitivity to radiation effects [44, 45] . In the SET analyzer (Figure 2) , the circuit designer can evaluate the impact of adopting the dynamic voltage scaling on the SET immunity of the logic gates. In Figure 6 , the SET cross-section of each gate is estimated considering the supply voltage scaling from 1 to 0.4 V (near-threshold regime). Reducing the supply voltage directly reduces the critical charge necessary to observe a SEE in the circuit output [44] . In a nominal supply voltage scenario, the NAND gates are preferable than NOR gates as they provide a lower SET cross-section. However, when considering a supply voltage scaling to 0.4 V, the NOR gates have shown a lower cross-section instead. This difference is attributed to the different drive capability impact on the transistor networks present on each gate design. Accordingly, in a system design focused on low-power design dynamic supply voltage, logic synthesis should consider a higher usage of NOR gates instead of NAND gates. 
Impact of Signal Probability and Input Dependence
The SET characterization of logic gates presents an input dependence due to the different interplay relation of sensitive collecting drain areas and restoring current as shown in [32, 35] . The 
The SET characterization of logic gates presents an input dependence due to the different interplay relation of sensitive collecting drain areas and restoring current as shown in [32, 35] . The signal switching activity is used to estimate power consumption in the design process of VLSI circuits, but it can also be used to support reliability analysis as shown in [46] [47] [48] . Until now, the SET cross-section calculation on this work has considered the arithmetic mean between the cross-section obtained for each input signal combination separately, i.e., the same probability to each input combination is considered. However, the proposed predictive SET characterization ( Figure 2) can also consider the signal probability information of a given system application in order to estimate a more realistic cross-section. Moreover, by considering signal probabilities, it is possible to propose more application-efficient mitigation transformations on the circuit synthesis ( Figure 3 ).
Consider the cross-section calculated for each input combination of the NAND2_X1 for heavy ion with LET = 78.23 MeV·cm 2 /mg, shown in Table 1 . The gate-level and the transistor network representation of the NAND2_X1 is shown in Figure 7 along with its truth table. The most sensitive input combination is the (1, 1) , with a cross-section of 6.75 × 10 −9 cm 2 , when both PMOS transistors are in off-state, while the most robust is the vector (0, 0). Table 1 provides three scenarios of signal probability and the following notation is adopted: [a:p(a = 1), b:p(b = 1)], in which p(a = 1) and p(b = 1) are the probability of input a and input b to be high (i.e., logic value 1). Based on these probabilities, the input combination probability can be calculated. In the previous results presented in this section, the gate SET cross-sections were calculated considering the signal probability [a:0.5, b:0.5], as aforementioned. However, another two scenarios can be studied: When input a has a lower probability to be in high logic level than input b (for instance, [a:0.1, b:0.9]); and, when input a has a greater probability than input b (for instance, [a:0.9, b:0.1]). In these two scenarios, both input combinations (0, 0) and (1, 1) present the same probability, 0.09. However, input (0, 1) and (1, 0) can have a probability of 0.01 or 0.81, depending on the primary input probabilities. As observed in Table 1 , the input combination (1, 0) presents a higher SET cross-section than input (0, 1) under an ion Aerospace 2020, 7, 12 9 of 15 LET that equals to 78.23 MeV·cm 2 /mg. Therefore, to improve the reliability of the NAND gate, it is recommended to obtain the lowest input combination probability for (1, 0). Table 1 . Input combination, SET cross-section under 78.23 MeV·cm 2 /mg, and three signal probability scenarios for the 2-input NAND gate from the 45 nm NanGate cell library [33] . the gate SET cross-sections were calculated considering the signal probability [a:0.5, b:0.5], as aforementioned. However, another two scenarios can be studied: When input a has a lower probability to be in high logic level than input b (for instance, [a:0.1, b:0.9]); and, when input a has a greater probability than input b (for instance, [a:0.9, b:0.1]). In these two scenarios, both input combinations (0, 0) and (1, 1) present the same probability, 0.09. However, input (0, 1) and (1, 0) can have a probability of 0.01 or 0.81, depending on the primary input probabilities. As observed in Table  1 , the input combination (1, 0) presents a higher SET cross-section than input (0, 1) under an ion LET that equals to 78.23 MeV•cm 2 /mg. Therefore, to improve the reliability of the NAND gate, it is recommended to obtain the lowest input combination probability for (1, 0). Table 1 . Input combination, SET cross-section under 78.23 MeV•cm 2 /mg, and three signal probability scenarios for the 2-input NAND gate from the 45 nm NanGate cell library [33] . (a, b) SET Cross-Section (10 −9 cm 2 ) [a:0.5, b:0.5] [a:0.1, b:0.9] [a:0.9, b:0.1 As shown in the truth table in Figure 7 , the NAND logic function provides a symmetric input relationship, i.e., the output signal is determined whenever one of its input signals is in a low logic level, regardless of the input pin (a or b). Therefore, to improve the overall SET cross-section, the pin As shown in the truth table in Figure 7 , the NAND logic function provides a symmetric input relationship, i.e., the output signal is determined whenever one of its input signals is in a low logic level, regardless of the input pin (a or b). Therefore, to improve the overall SET cross-section, the pin assignment in the logic synthesis must consider assigning the lowest signal probability to input a, so the combination (1, 0) achieves the lowest probability of occurrence. Using Equation (2), the gate SET cross-section can be calculated considering the signal probability:
Input Combination
Signal Probability
where n is the number of input combinations, σ SETi is the SET cross-section for input i, and p(i) is the input combination probability. Applying Equation (2), the gate SET cross-section for each signal probability scenario is: 4.18 × 10 −9 cm 2 , for [a:0.5, b:0.5]; 3.57 × 10 −9 cm 2 , for [a:0.1, b:0.9]; and, 3.94 × 10 −9 cm 2 , for [a:0.9, b:0.1]. As expected, a reduced cross-section is expected when input signal a has the lowest probability. The same analysis can be done with each standard cell. In Figure 8 , the cross-section for each input combination is shown for a 2-input NOR gate under 78.23 and 3.89 MeV·cm 2 /mg. Clearly, it can be observed that the input dependence of the SET cross-section is also dependent on the particle LET. In this case, for high LET, the largest cross-section is obtained for the input combination (0, 0) and (0, 1), while for low LET, it is the (0, 0) and (1, 0) . This difference can be attributed to the variation of sensitive collecting area for each input combination. Analyzing the layout of the NOR gate, it is possible to verify that a larger collecting area is obtained when the input combination (0, 1) is considered. Thus, as the particle LET increases, more charges are collected due to the higher collection efficiency provided by the larger drain area. Therefore, to address this LET dependence, the SET-aware pin assignment strategy should take into account the characteristics of the radiation environment of the target mission in order to explore the maximum reduction on the overall cross-section. This can be seen in Figure 9 in which the SET cross-section curves for two signal probability scenarios are shown. For high LET, a slight reduction is observed in the cross-section when the lowest signal probability is assigned to the input pin b because it reduces the impact of the input combination (0, 1). On the other hand, for low LET, the cross-section can be drastically reduced if the lowest signal probability is assigned to the input pin a, instead. As the LET is reduced, the contribution of the input (1, 0) on the overall SET cross-section is increased, being comparable to the worst-case input scenario for this logic gate, the input (0, 0). A SET cross-section reduction of solely 9% can be obtained for the pin assignment [a:0.9, b:0.1] when the LET is 78.23 MeV·cm 2 /mg, while a reduction up to 86% is expected for [a:0.1, b:0.9] under 2.53 MeV·cm 2 /mg. To verify this impact based on a mission environment, the gate reliability can be analyzed in terms of in-orbit SET rates. possible to verify that a larger collecting area is obtained when the input combination (0, 1) is considered. Thus, as the particle LET increases, more charges are collected due to the higher collection efficiency provided by the larger drain area. Therefore, to address this LET dependence, the SETaware pin assignment strategy should take into account the characteristics of the radiation environment of the target mission in order to explore the maximum reduction on the overall crosssection. This can be seen in Figure 9 in which the SET cross-section curves for two signal probability scenarios are shown. For high LET, a slight reduction is observed in the cross-section when the lowest signal probability is assigned to the input pin b because it reduces the impact of the input combination (0, 1). On the other hand, for low LET, the cross-section can be drastically reduced if the lowest signal probability is assigned to the input pin a, instead. As the LET is reduced, the contribution of the input (1, 0) on the overall SET cross-section is increased, being comparable to the worst-case input scenario for this logic gate, the input (0, 0). A SET cross-section reduction of solely 9% can be obtained for the pin assignment [a:0.9, b:0.1] when the LET is 78.23 MeV•cm 2 /mg, while a reduction up to 86% is expected for [a:0.1, b:0.9] under 2.53 MeV•cm 2 /mg. To verify this impact based on a mission environment, the gate reliability can be analyzed in terms of in-orbit SET rates. In Figures 10 and 11 , in-orbit SET rates were calculated with the OMERE tool [49] based on the cross-section curves obtained from the SET characterization and shown in Figure 9 . The standard method to calculate the SEE rate specified by the European Cooperation for Space Standardization (ECSS) is used, i.e., the Integral Rectangular Parallelepiped (IRPP) method [50] . The SEE rate is calculated by the convolution of the cross-section data with the particle flux in the mission orbit. In this work, the SET rates were calculated considering a Geostationary Orbit (GEO) and the Low-Earth Orbit (LEO) International Space Station (ISS) orbit. With a fixed shielding of 1 g/cm 2 , the international standard ISO 15390 model is used for the Galactic Cosmic Rays (GCR) [51] and the NASA AP8MIN trapped radiation model is adopted for the trapped proton flux under solar minimum [52] . Results In Figures 10 and 11 , in-orbit SET rates were calculated with the OMERE tool [49] based on the cross-section curves obtained from the SET characterization and shown in Figure 9 . The standard method to calculate the SEE rate specified by the European Cooperation for Space Standardization (ECSS) is used, i.e., the Integral Rectangular Parallelepiped (IRPP) method [50] . The SEE rate is calculated by the convolution of the cross-section data with the particle flux in the mission orbit. In this work, the SET rates were calculated considering a Geostationary Orbit (GEO) and the Low-Earth Orbit (LEO) International Space Station (ISS) orbit. With a fixed shielding of 1 g/cm 2 , the international standard ISO 15390 model is used for the Galactic Cosmic Rays (GCR) [51] and the NASA AP8MIN trapped radiation model is adopted for the trapped proton flux under solar minimum [52] . Results are divided into heavy-ion protons and total rates (heavy ion + protons rate). The greatest impact of the pin assignment is seen for the heavy-ion rates, with a reduction of approximately 83% and 92% on the SET rate for the GEO and ISS orbits, respectively. However, protons are expected to dominate the SEE rate in the ISS orbit, as shown in Figure 10 . By considering heavy ions and protons contribution to the SET rate of the 2-input NOR gate, a SET-aware pin assignment can provide a reduction of 37% and 16% on its total SET rate for the GEO and ISS orbits, respectively. The same analysis can be performed for each gate of the library, considering the radiation environment of the mission and system application, to build a customized rules-based optimization and a SET-aware pin assignment in the logic synthesis. 
Conclusions
In this work, a layout-based predictive methodology is proposed to characterize the SET immunity of circuit designs. A multi-scale and multi-physics methodology is adopted by using the Monte Carlo tool, MC-Oracle, and a SET analyzer. The SET characterization can be integrated into a 
In this work, a layout-based predictive methodology is proposed to characterize the SET immunity of circuit designs. A multi-scale and multi-physics methodology is adopted by using the Monte Carlo tool, MC-Oracle, and a SET analyzer. The SET characterization can be integrated into a full-custom design methodology in which the engineer can design the layout of the circuit and explore RHBD techniques at a layout level and assess its hardening efficiency. Additionally, it can also be integrated in a cell-based design development. Furthermore, the impact of adopting low-power techniques such as multiple V TH devices and dynamic voltage scaling can also be verified using the proposed methodology. Results show that adopting a low-power transistor technology or dynamic voltage scaling increases the SET sensitivity of the circuits due to the reduction on its driving capability. For a nominal scenario and high-performance transistor technology, the NAND gate is preferable in terms of SET cross-section than the NOR gate. On the other hand, for low-power systems, the NOR gate has shown a better performance under radiation effects. Additionally, to provide a more application-efficient optimization, signal probability analysis can be employed to build a set of SET-aware logic transformations that closely reflects the functionality of the studied system application. Due to the input dependence of SET sensitivity of a circuit, a SET-aware pin assignment was proposed based on the switching activity of the circuit. A reduction of 37% and 16% on the SET rate of a 2-input NOR gate can be achieved for a Geostationary Orbit (GEO) and the International Space Station (ISS) orbit, respectively.
